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WELCOME

WHAT DO ALL THESE TECH COMPANIES HAVE IN COMMON?
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WELCOME

As consumers, we all appreciate spam filters, but it becomes an unfair fight when you are the marketer trying to get through. Being an
unrecognised sender, using the wrong wording or lacking system/browser compatibility can all condemn your carefully crafted message to
failure.
Looking closer at the direct mail medium, however, we see advantages which go across the board: there are no spam filters, no junk-related
word blacklists, and your mailing will be delivered even if the recipient does not know you. Just like any other medium, you will have other
messages arriving together with yours, but the chances of breaking through are infinitely higher (see all the advantages of direct mail on page
9 of this guide). Ultimately, to make sure your campaign is successful, regardless of the channel mix you are using, you need to make sure you
have the following: precise targeting, a good offer and a creative which stands out.

MEDIA FORMAT HAS A DEEP
INFLUENCE ON THE WAY
CONSUMERS ENGAGE WITH BRANDS
AND ADVERTISING MESSAGES.
Connecting for Action, 2016, Canada Post
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THE GDPR – FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN

This new piece of EU data protection law – the General Data Protection Regulation –
represents a significant change to the way businesses are required to collect, process and
secure the personal data of the individuals they do business with. It came into force on
25 May 2018 with no transition period.
It imposes new regulations for organisations to protect consumers around data control,
access and security, in addition to tougher enforcement for breaches of the rules. The EU
hopes the regulation will clarify obligations, make them more consistent across Europe
and improve trust among consumers in the way their data is handled. The EU claims
simplified rules for businesses will save €2.3bn a year.
A major change introduced by the GDPR is the potential sanction if an organisation fails
to comply with the law. If an organisation breaches the GDPR, fines could reach €20m or
up to 4% of global annual turnover of the previous year, whichever is highest.
On the next page, you’ll find the six principles of the GDPR which are at the core of the
new regulation. This list does not address all the notions of the new regulation, but it lays
a solid foundation to understand the basics of what has changed.

Source: The GDPR Opportunity with Mail, Royal Mail, Market Reach
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DM AND GDPR

THE SIX PRINCIPLES OF THE GDPR

Lawfulness, fairness and
transparency

Integrity and confidentiality

Purpose limitations

2

1
GDPR

6

5

3

Data minimisation

4

Storage limitations

Accuracy

Source: EUR-Lex, https://www.consultancy.uk/news/13487/six-privacy-principles-for-general-data-protection-regulation-compliance
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DM AND GDPR

BENEFITS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF THE GDPR
Besides the hefty fines and more rigid rules on personal data collection and processing, the GDPR presents
opportunities as well. The most important ones are listed below.
Databases will be leaner, and marketing more targeted
Under the GDPR, individuals will need to opt in to your marketing and you’ll need to be able to prove they
have done so. This will probably mean the loss of databases out there, but in most cases this would mean
the disengaged part of the list anyway. A list of individuals who have opted in to your communications
should result in higher click-through, open and engagement rates in campaigns of any sort.
Accountability could provide a competitive advantage
The information commissioner has stated that organisations that can prove that they handle customer
data sensitively and respect an individual’s privacy will have a competitive advantage over those who are
not.

It will raise the profile of marketing within the organisation
If marketing steps up to the challenge presented by GDPR and takes the lead in developing the culture of
privacy demanded by the information commissioner, it should highlight the importance of marketing
among senior leaders and increase the credibility of the function.

The GDPR has the
potential to go a long
way in rebuilding the
trust many
consumers have lost
in digital companies.
eConsultancy

Source: Getting to grips with the GDPR: A B2B Marketer’s Guide, B2B Marketing
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DM AND GDPR

EXAMPLES OF LEGITIMATE INTERESTS
The Data Protection Network from the UK has produced a guide to legitimate interests which includes
examples of scenarios in which legitimate interests would be a legal basis for processing personal data,
including:
1. Direct marketing
A charity sends a postal mailshot out to existing supporters, providing an update on its activities and
details of upcoming events.
2. Personal data transferred in an acquisition
A publisher acquires circulation data of several magazine titles in the course of a business acquisition and
wishes to use the data for similar purposes to those for which it was originally acquired.
3. Postal marketing from third parties
A catalogue company adds details to its online order forms which indicate that it shares data with other
cataloguers. The purchaser can opt-out of this sharing, and the other cataloguers are listed in the privacy
statement.

4. Personalisation
A travel company relies on consent for its marketing communications, but may rely on legitimate interests
to justify analytics to inform its marketing strategy, and to enable it to enhance and personalise the
“consumer experience” it oﬀers its customers.

Source: The GDPR Opportunity with Mail, Royal Mail, Market Reach
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INFOGRAPHIC – DIRECT MAIL AS KEY MARKETING CHANNEL

Sources: Member research, IPC analysis
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING

FROM CANADA

RESEARCH BY CANADA POST
The Connecting for Action report looked to answer the question: “How do
today’s Canadian consumers consciously and subconsciously engage with
different forms of advertising media – direct mail, email, display and pre-roll
video?” The underlying study provides a neuromarketing perspective on how
direct mail works with digital advertising in integrated campaigns. It was
conducted for Canada Post by Ipsos in partnership with Neurons Inc.
Key questions in mind with this research were:
•

What is the best media mix to optimize consumer attention, engagement
and response?

• What sequence works best when using digital and direct media channels?
Find out more at canadapost.ca
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING

FROM FRANCE

RESEARCH BY LE GROUPE LA POSTE
Launched in 2011, BALMétrie is an Economic Interest Group which consists
of Le Groupe La Poste and partners from the media/advertising sectors.
Its objectives are to quantify the power and attitude towards mail campaigns
and its cross-media complementarity. The research also aims at
demonstrating the modernity and attractiveness of the media to consumers.
Key findings from the study conducted throughout 2016 and 2017 on a total
of 12,000 people were:
• On average, French people read 10 letters per week. Two-thirds of those
letters are advertising.
• 84% check their letter box every day.
• Mail items which are lengthy or complex tend to be read during the
weekend (eg. local magazines).
• On average, French consumers recalled reading 6.9 door drops each
week.
• Following the receipt of a door drop or direct mail, 39% visited a
supermarket website.
• Find out more at balmetrie.fr

Source: http://www.balmetrie.fr/
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING

FROM GERMANY

DIALOGUE MEDIA SPEND AND USAGE SHARE, 2017

RESEARCH BY DEUTSCHE POST
The Dialogmarketing Monitor is an annual report analysing the advertsing landscape in
Germany since 1997. The report is based on almost 3,000 telephone interviews with
marketing decision-makers from across the country.

Spend, in €bn, 2017

• German companies spend €41.6bn (+ 2% YoY) on advertising. Of that, €22.9bn for
classic and €18.8bn for dialogue media.
• Dialogue marketing is the growth engine with 4% growth, classic media are only
growing moderately.
• Only newspaper/magazine ads suffer losses - all other media are growing.

• Online marketing and commercials with around €400m growth YoY.
• Every seventh company uses addressed advertising mail. Commerce invests the
most in this medium at around €3.9bn.
• Targeted customer advertising is used by every third company. The most important
medium here is the physical mailing followed by email.

Usage share in %, 2017

• Above all, the personal customer approach, the customer loyalty effect and the
perceived high value are reasons for the use of addressed mail advertising.

Find out more at deutschepost.de
Addressed
mail
advertising

Partially or
unaddress
ed mail
advertising

Online
advertising

Telemarketing

Source: SVI / Kantar TNS © Deutsche Post, Dialogmarketing-Monitor 2018
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING

FROM SWEDEN

RESEARCH BY POSTNORD
Using neuroscientific methods, the study measured how the brain responds to different types
of communication. The study provides a deeper understanding of the roles that printed and
digital communication play in people’s day-to-day life – and offers answers as to how
effective printed and digital advertising are. The report also investigated how printed and
digital advertising work in synergy with one another.
The study is based on actual campaigns from brands such as IKEA, Lindex, Panduro Hobby,
ICA, Plantorama and SuperBrugsen (COOP). 200 people participated (100 in Denmark, 100 in
Sweden) and the survey was conducted in a domestic environment.
The materials tested were:

• Printed advertising: Folders and advertising sheets (addressed / unaddressed)
• Digital advertising: Banners, digital folders and e-mail (Smartphone / Laptop)
Find out more at dm.postnord.se
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING

FROM THE UK

Postal operators regularly conduct research on the state of direct marketing, including the
direct mail medium. On the next few pages we present a summary of what best-in-class
research initiatives look like.

RESEARCH BY MARKET REACH, ROYAL MAIL
This long-term initiative includes multiple research papers, guides and case studies. The
Private Life of Mail is one of the best research papers available on mail advertising – over a
period of 18 months, researchers used advanced techniques to look inside consumers’ homes
and gauge their emotions and rationale behind receiving and using direct mail. This research
included 12 households covered within an ethnographic work, including CCTV in participants’
homes, 14 focus groups and 99 in-depth interviews, 213 participants within the neuroscience
and tactility work and 9,504 respondents across the telephone and online quantitative
surveys.
Find out more at marketreach.co.uk

JICMAIL AUDIENCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Royal Mail is one of the partners of the JICMAIL initiative. Established in 2017, the Joint
Industry Committee for Mail provides the first recognised audience measurement system,
similar to what exists for other large national ad channels such as TV. JICMAIL provides the
same corporate governance on the collection and publishing of data as other JICs, such as
BARB and PAMCo.
It continuously collects that data from a panel of 1,000 households weighted for
demographics, region and household make-up. Respondents use an app to photograph every
piece of mail they receive, reporting on what they do with that mail over the following four
weeks.
Find out more at jicmail.org.uk
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RESEARCH ON DIRECT MAIL AND E-COMMERCE

IPC CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE SHOPPER SURVEY 2017
The IPC E-commerce Cross-border Shopper Survey 2017 took place in 31 countries: Austria, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, India, Italy, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Russia, Slovenia, South
Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States. The target group for the survey were frequent cross-border online shoppers, who
have bought physical goods online at least once in the last three months and have made a cross-border online purchase in the past year.
Overall, 70% of these respondents said that their most recent cross-border purchase had been delivered by the post and 51% of them said that they had received
direct mail from e-retailers. On the next pages we will delve more closely into the mail advertising cross-border consumers receive.

Acccess the
full IPC ecommerce
cross-border
shopper
survey here

Source: The IPC E-commerce Cross-border Shopper Survey 2017
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RESEARCH ON DIRECT MAIL AND E-COMMERCE

FROM IPC CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE SHOPPER SURVEY
Of those respondents who received advertising mail from e-retailers in the past year, they
were asked to name up to five e-retailers that have sent them printed advertising mail or
catalogues in the past year.
The most commonly mentioned e-retailer was Amazon (14%), followed by Ikea (7%), eBay
(6%), Alibaba / AliExpress (5%) and Zalando (4%).
As would be expected, there were large country variations.
• For example, the most commonly mentioned e-retailers in Austria were Universal (22%)
and Otto (21%). Other commonly mentioned names included Ikea (10%), Amazon (9%),
H&M (8%), Versand (8%), Bon Prix (7%) and Conrad (6%).

• In the neighbouring country, Switzerland, the e-retailers list was vastly different:
Zalando led the list with 14%, followed by Ikea (9%), La Redoute (8%), Amazon (7%) and
Peal (5%).
• In China, the most commonly mentioned e-retailer who sends advertising mail was
Amazon (28%), followed by JD.com (21%), eBay (6%), Alibaba / AliExpress (16%) and
Lynx (11%).
In summary, the results confirm that in most markets, most e-retailers (also the biggest
ones) are including mail advertising in their efforts to increase sales conversion and to grow
their market share.

Source: The IPC E-commerce Cross-border Shopper Survey 2017
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RESEARCH ON DIRECT MAIL AND E-COMMERCE

FROM IPC CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE SHOPPER SURVEY
On average in all 31 markets, of the respondents who received advertising mail from e-retailers, half of them (51%) visited the e-retailer’s website as a
result. A significant 44% made an online purchase as a result of this direct mail from the e-retailer. Furthermore, 19% shared this mail with someone, and
14% engaged with the e-retailer via social media after receiving this advertising mail.
Compared to the average, Chinese e-commerce consumers tended to be more influenced by the advertising mail they receive. 68% of them made an
online purchase as a result of receiving advertising mail from e-retailers (vs. 44% on average) and 61% went to an e-retailer’s website (vs. 51% on
average). In terms of response differences by age, older respondents tended to be more likely to take action in response to direct mail, but not always. In
Canada, for example, the 16-34 age group was most likely to make an online purchase or share the advertising piece with somebody and in Germany this
age group was most likely to engage with the e-retailer via social media. On the other hand, in Brazil, the 55+ age group were most likely to go to the eretailer’s website.
In summary, there’s a high response rate to mail advertising across all markets surveyed, with certain local differences. On average, older demographics
were slightly more likely to take action on advertising mail they receive.
Gone to the e-retailer’s
website

51%

Made an online purchase

44%

Shared the mail / catalogue
with somebody

19%

Engaged with the e-retailer
via social media
Other action

14%
2%

Source: The IPC E-commerce Cross-border Shopper Survey 2017
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PROGRAMMATIC DM

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROGRAMMATIC DIGITAL AND DIRECT MAIL

DIGITAL

DIRECT MAIL

• Imperfect algorithms

• Connects the digital and the physical worlds

• Lack of control over what content accompanies the ad

• Advanced targeting

• Click fraud

• Best data for existing customers not prospects

• Poor ad visibility

• Total control of the medium

• Measurability issues

• Improved measurability thanks to technology

• The unsold, lower quality ad spaces

• Delivered at the precise moment like digital, but less

• “Currently seen as a dark art in the same way that

intrusive

search was 20 years ago” – CEO, Appraise Digital via
B2B Marketing
Source: Getting to grips with the GDPR: A B2B Marketer’s Guide, B2B Marketing
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PROGRAMMATIC DM

KEY CUSTOMER INTERACTIONS
There are five key customer interactions with websites that programmatic mail can help
businesses with. From addressing visitors who browse without purchasing to rewarding
loyal customers, programmatic mail establishes a reliable link between customers’ online
behaviour and powerful tangible advertising. Go to page 9 to see the latest research
results on mail advertising.
Setting up a programmatic mail campaign consists of five key steps. First, the advertiser
sets up the campaign objectives together with KPIs. Then key pages are tagged to be able
to track the user journey and assets are uploaded to the programmatic mail technology
provider – this way, as soon as a desired action is performed online on the relevant page,
a direct mail piece can be automatically created and sent to print. It will be delivered to
the recipient’s doorstep within 48 hours. The final step involves performance reporting
with access to real-time insights and campaign refinement based on the detailed
analytics.

5 types of campaigns
• Browse but no sale

• Abandoned baskets
• First time purchasers
• Customers stop buying
• Loyal customers

5 steps to a campaign
• Set campaign objectives
• Tag key pages
• Upload assets
• Direct mail is triggered
• Performance reporting
Source: Getting to grips with the GDPR: A B2B Marketer’s Guide, B2B Marketing
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PROGRAMMATIC DM

FURTHER INFORMATION

To learn more about programmatic direct mail, check out case studies
from these providers:
Paperplanes (UK) - https://www.marketreach.co.uk/case-studies/jd-williams
PebblePost (US) - https://www.ipc.be/en/knowledge-centre/directmarketing/dm-insights/pebble_post_case_studies

This white paper from Royal Mail’s Market Reach has plenty of insights on
programmatic mail, too - https://www.royalmail.com/corporate/marketingdata/trends-innovation/guides-insight/programmatic-mail/
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GEOMARKETING

GRABBING ATTENTION WITH RELEVANT LOCATION DATA

Direct mail, like print, is alive and well as an important marketing medium. It has a high response rate
when compared with digital channels, and it becomes even more successful in driving customer
response when it leverages the value of location.

This kind of personalization, when paired with a discount and directions, is a powerful, easy way to
get prospects from wherever they are to the door of any business, as well as proximity to schools,
jobs, shopping, recreation, nature, and so much more.
Geomarketing uses data – one of the most essential factors in direct mail success – to grab the
attention of prospects and customers in the letterbox. A combination of finely-tailored lists and
highly-customized maps helps marketers save money and time by focusing only on people who live
within a specific distance of a business’s geographic location, and then, shows them the exact route
to get there.
Companies that target certain audiences in a specific physical area, or put a personalized map on a
mailpiece, stand out from their competition in the eyes of their customers. With this method of
variable data printing (VDP), companies are mailing campaigns that engage several senses at once
and create a more lasting impression in the brain. And this change is supported by the explosive
leaps forward in production inkjet printing. Mailers now have the ability to mail envelopes and small
packaging that affordably use high-quality full color and data to be relevant to the recipient.

Source: Paul Bobnak
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GEOMARKETING

LOCR AT THE FOREFRONT
One of the leading providers of geomarketing technology is locr. Based in
Germany, the company has offices in New York and London. The company takes
high-quality data from geodata providers to create a detail-rich database to help
you enhance the value of your mailing lists. From this information, you can
create direct mail campaigns based on the exact address specifications of both
the consumer and the business.
Because retail is undergoing a shift in how brands market themselves, the brickand-mortar shops are taking on new importance to shoppers. Geomarketing
gives companies a tool to enhance the value of their direct mail by allowing
them to precisely guide customers and prospects from their home to their
business location. And for the generations who have grown up as digital natives,
personalized location-based mail ties in nicely with their affinity for both print
and experience marketing. You can view a geomarketing case study on page 31
of this guide.

Source: Paul Bobnak
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GUIDELINES

IMPORTANCE OF OFFER
One of the reasons for the recent increased interest in direct mail is the ability to use
digital channels and assets to support the physical marketing piece and vice versa. With
social media channels, content can be shared with prospects before the direct mailing
arrives (to create brand/campaign awareness), email communication can be used to
follow up and support, and marketing automation systems can be used to track and
nurture leads.
Direct mail plays an important role throughout the different phases of the customers’
lifecycle, such as acquisition, cross-selling and up-selling, loyalty and retention and,
ultimately, winning back lost customers. Data management is essential in order to
enable marketers to identify the different stages of the customers’ lifecycle, as well as
specific behavioural characteristics to optimise the customer lifetime value by adapting
the customer communications and launching direct marketing campaigns.
Any direct mail campaign has at least three different audience categories depending on
the time they take to examine a mailing:
• 7 seconds: paying attention to pictures, company name and slogan
• 10-20 seconds: reading the headlines and offer
• 20+ seconds: where more text is read and desired action is taken.
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GUIDELINES

FORMAT AND TESTING
POSTCARD
Cost-effective and simple postcards are best for brief, clear messages. They work well for reminders, thank-you
messages and special offers. Postcards are also an excellent way to contact current customers, who already know
about a company’s products and services. Some postal operators offer customisable online postcard creators which
significantly reduce the time you need to send out a postcard mailing.

SELF-MAILERS
These are brochures that fold into themselves and stay shut with an adhesive tab. Self-mailers make an excellent
introduction for the brand for prospective customers, because they can be full-colour and include thorough details
about the company. Self-mailers are more expensive than postcards but carry much more information and do not
require an outer envelope.

LETTERS
In situations where confidentiality, order forms or the element of surprise are required, the traditional letter is often
the best option. The letter can be a single-item personalised direct mail item or part of a comprehensive mailing
package which includes business cards, a small brochure or a leaflet for a professional, polished presentation. Letters
require separate postage and envelopes, they are best for current customers or highly qualified prospects.

Source: the DMA
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GUIDELINES

FORMAT AND TESTING
DIMENSIONAL MAILERS
A dimensional mailer, such as a pop-up, tube or box, looks fresh and upscale. They are a compelling option for highlevel contacts. Dimensional mailers can be used to give an overview of a company or simply to deliver a unique
valuable item which the recipient would like to keep.

NON-STANDARD FOLDED MAILERS
Accordion, basic, exotic, gate, map, parallel, poster and roll folds. By using one of these solutions, you will make sure
your direct mail stands out from the crowd and gets more attention and hands-on time. A large collection of print
folding ideas is available on the foldfactory website.

CATALOGUES
To showcase a wide range of products, catalogues are the clear choice. The higher cost of producing high-quality
catalogues means that it is best to send them to current customers or highly qualified prospects. Catalogues offer a
great cross-selling opportunity, since customers don’t only see products they originally purchased, but also related or
new ones.

Source: Foldfactory, DMA
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GUIDELINES

POST-CAMPAIGN MEASUREMENT
Measuring the effectiveness of direct mail is a frequent topic of conversations with clients, prospects and those who want a better understanding of how direct
mail benefits their marketing campaigns and impacts their business. Historically, the primary measure of direct mail impact was last touch, such as a phone call or
landing page hit. Today, many businesses focus on both last-touch metrics and modelled metrics that show how a tactic like direct mail contributes to overall
sales. A selection of most often used metrics is presented below.

RESPONSE RATE
Many case studies for direct mail include this
metric and it is an important first gauge of
success since it reflects how favourably
recipients viewed the initial marketing
message by taking some kind of action, such
as making a phone call, scanning a QR code, or
logging into a personalised URL. However, if
marketers have only this metric at their
disposal, they might not be able to identify
possible issues should the conversion rate for
a campaign be lower than average.

COST PER LEAD
Marketers often think about print marketing
in terms of cost per piece, but a more
impactful measure — especially for variable
digital print — is cost per lead, or how much it
costs to get each person to respond. For
example, if you print 50,000 generic postcards
and get a 1% response rate (or 500 leads), at
US$0.36 per mailer, each lead costs you
US$36. If, on the other hand, you print 10,000
variable postcards and get a 5% response rate,
at US$1.26 per personalised postcard, each
lead costs you $25 which is considerably lower
than with the campaign using generic
postcards.

CONVERSION RATE
This is the percentage of people who not only
respond to the initial call to action but who
follow through. Depending on the objectives
of the campaign, this might be filling out a
survey, making a purchase, or downloading a
white paper from a website. Conversion rate
is a more critical metric than response rate
because you can have a 52% response rate to
a campaign, but if only 6% of those responses
convert, that’s only 3.1% of the original list.
On the other hand, if you get a 12% response
rate to personalised campaigns but the
relevance results in a 60% conversion rate,
that’s 7.2% of the original list.

Source: B2B Marketing, IPC analysis
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GUIDELINES

FINAL DIRECT MAIL CHECKLIST
Once you have set up a direct mail campaign, make sure you have considered all the points below
before launching a direct mail campaign:

1. Are you happy with the campaign planning and does your mailing correspond with the
objectives you have set?
2. If you are using other channels in the campaign, do they all align in terms of design, messaging
and offer?
3. Does your data selection cover your key target groups?
4. Have you tested different variants (offer, copy, format) in a campaign to this target group
lately? If not, consider doing it at this point.

5. Are all the country-specific mailing requirements met?
6. Are all the production processes in place?
7. Are your colleagues briefed and customer service team aware of all components of the
campaign?
8. Do you have ways to capture and measure response?
9. Are you posting the mailing economically?

10. Are you measuring the ROI?

Source: B2B Marketing, IPC analysis
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DM BEST PRACTICE

CASE STUDIES

ONECARD RELAUNCH: MOBILISING A COUNTRY
Customers liked Countdown’s loyalty pricing and in-store discounts. But they wanted more, and Countdown’s
programme was starting to lack appeal. A comprehensive programme of research, analytics and customer
engagement provided a key insight: Kiwi’s love food, and they also drive a lot. So Countdown designed a solution
integrating both of these types of day-to-day spending, which would offer a choice of Food or Fuel rewards. READ
MORE

SUPERPOWER TO ALL – COMIC BOOK
ABANCA created a truly authentic comic that narrates ordinary people’s epic resistance to a full-blown alien invasion:
a metaphor that melds fiction with reality. Thanks to ABANCA’s superpowers, the average person can now use
supervelocity, telekinesis and teletransportation in their daily lives. Each character embodies a superpower that in
turn represents a bank product or service innovation. But this wasn’t just another comic book – the paper came to life
thanks to the personalised immersive audio experience. READ MORE

ADOBE STOCK APPAREL WITH SALES TARGET EXCEEDED BY 320%
The main challenge was to stand out in the well-established and generic stock photo market where Adobe Stock is a
new brand. The strategy was to utilise the biggest perceived weaknesses of all stock photo agencies, i.e. the iconic
stock photos creatives love to hate, and use them to Adobe’s advantage. Adobe combined two extremes in order to
act unconventionally in the category and to create both an eye- and door-opener and conversation starter for the
Adobe sales team. READ MORE
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DM BEST PRACTICE

CASE STUDIES

PREMIUM INVITATION GARNERS 15% RESPONSE RATE AT CEO LEVEL
This 200 piece, very exclusive mailing went out to CEO/Managing Directors of retail chain stores in German-speaking
countries in autumn 2017. It was an invitation to have a fireside chat with the CEO/Chief Engineer of Blue Yonder, an
artificial intelligence software company specialized in inventory management. The software has proven to save
retailers significant amounts of money. With a follow up call, they had a response rate of 15% (CEO level) and made
meetings with approximately 80% of respondents. After 9 months, sales have increased considerably. READ MORE

PROGRAMMATIC MAIL REDUCED CART ABANDONMENT BY 14%
One of the UK’s leading online fashion retailers, JD Williams was seeking to reduce basket abandonment rates to drive
greater returns from e-commerce. It wanted to see if a new media channel could help improve their retargeting
response rates. Every piece of DM creative that was sent out carried a picture of the item in the customer’s basket at
the moment they abandoned. Campaign results included: response rates increasing by 6%, the average order value
increased by 8% and abandoned cart rates were reduced by 14%. READ MORE

COSTA ACHIEVES ROMI OF 2.3 WITH DIRECT MAIL AND EMAIL
The UK coffee shop, Costa Coffee had been serving its Mocha Italia blend for 44 years. To keep up with customers
more sophisticated palates, Costa launched Old Paradise – a series of limited edition roasts. Their most loyal
customers were mailed a premium pack with samples of the new blend to trial at home and a gift card inviting them to
trial the new roast early, others were contacted with an email campaign. Results: 870,000 cups of Old Paradise were
sold in total, with 68% of these coming from coffee club members (a 28% increase in usual sales) The campaign’s
£387,685 incremental revenue led to an impressive ROMI of 2.3. READ MORE
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THE FIRST EVER CAR CATALOGUE MADE BY KIDS, FOR KIDS
A recent study by Millward Brown revealed that: “Seventy-three per cent of children influence their parents’
purchasing decisions”. That is why Renault realized how important it was to reach children when presenting this family
model. But, how could they communicate with both parents and children to give them both an understanding of the
innovative features of the vehicle? Very simple: by talking to them in their own languages. READ MORE

MCNELLIE’S ACHIEVES A 24% RESPONSE RATE
McNellie’s is a US-based brewery-style restaurant chain. It wanted to drive customer traffic to its newest location. Its
marketing service provider partnered with marketing company, locr to develop a folded postcard campaign of 2,500
pieces. Using only a list, locr provided PDFs with personalised “driveway to parking lot” maps to drop into the mailers.
Each mailing also included a gift card that the recipient could redeem towards the cost of a meal at the new
restaurant. The campaign resulted in a 24% response rate – the highest in its 34 years of operations. READ MORE

CONTROLLED A/B TESTING PROVES THAT PERSONALISED MAPS WORK
De Bradelei, a UK shopping mall chain wanted to drive traffic to their three stores. They created a geomarketing direct
mail campaign using personalised maps from locr that showed each recipient the proximity of their nearest store and
the route to drive there. A controlled A/B test with and without geomarketing components proved their effectiveness.
READ MORE
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THE AN POST SMART MARKETING AWARDS
The An Post Smart Marketing Awards take place every year in May and gathers the best marketers from across Ireland. In 2018, their campaigns competed in
four categories: Industry Impact, Media strategy impact, Craft and Cross-media. Every year, within weeks of the main Awards Gala, An Post organises a
networking/best practice event called Best of Irish breakfast where the winning marketers talk about their campaigns in more detail. This event is also an
opportunity to remind Irish businesses of the effectiveness of including mail in the marketing mix. READ MORE

Source: https://anpostsmartmarketing.ie/winners/
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THE 2019 NEXT GENERATION CAMPAIGN AWARD CONTEST
The US Postal Service launched the Irresitible Mail campaign in 2016 together with MRM//McCann. This impressive collection of case studies highlights
campaigns that included direct mail and is divided into sections such as VR, Textures, NFC, AR, Formats, video, QR codes, shoppable social media and more.
The recent addition to the campaign is the Next Generation Campaign Award which celebrates campaigns that include innovative mail pieces and Informed
Delivery. On its website, you can see the 2018 Grand Champion campaign and browse other finalists. The second edition of the awards will run in first half of
2019. READ MORE

Source: https://www.irresistiblemail.com/
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